Controlling Competence
Come together
Work together
Grow together

www.icv-controlling.com
The Pioneer. The Original. The Brand.
The story begins in 1975. Another course draws to a close at the Controller Academy with a host of enthusiastic graduates. Lastingly impressed by the subject matter and expertise imparted to them, along with Dr. Dr. h.c. Albrecht Deyhle the class of 1975 makes a decision: We want more! A “Controller Association” is founded. It sets standards. Today it is international – represented in more than 30 countries – and with more than 6,000 members, it is one of the largest controller organisations of its kind.

The ICV is there for everyone involved in controlling. Controllers and academics, students, professors, managers and CFOs: we bring together people who belong together, but do not normally come together – and together they get even better. Theory and practice, thinking and acting. Our strength lies in exchanging ideas. Brainstorming, talking, discussing. Improving on proven methods and developing alternatives. Addressing current topics, creating new impulses. Our aim for our association and members is to forge ahead, not stand still. As a non-profit association we do not pursue a commercial purpose. Our focus is on your personal career development and that of your company.

Solid foundation and expertise
The CA controller akademie fosters your skills and career development through high quality seminars. Many CA students have learned to identify good controlling and what it can achieve, while the ICV provides continued professional and personal support to keep graduates on the ball. ICV is a platform for exchanging experiences, specialist publications, innovation, solutions, congresses and much more. We aim for good and continuous improvement. Getting ahead and achieving what is important: sustainable value enhancement for you and your company.

The ICV is there for you: become part of our successful community.
Good controlling ensures success

"Proper controlling enables companies to make well-thought-out and purposeful decisions and thus to be able to act more quickly – with more ‘agility’ – in dynamic market situations and to build up competitive advantages. It is a key to economic success.

The ICV is THE competence address for modern controlling. Controllers, CFOs, CEOs and managers alike benefit from our range of services. The successful development of the association, with more than 6,000 individual and over 150 corporate memberships, testify to the benefits we offer our members in over 30 countries. We support you in your work and in your personal development with practice-oriented knowledge and the opportunity to exchange experiences. In addition, we provide orientation in current questions of corporate management and offer our members an information advantage.

The ICV membership has also been very important to my development. The opportunity to exchange experiences with members worldwide, provides me with important impulses for my work which are founded on a broad basis enables me to access to the latest know-how. In addition, I have received important contacts and formed friendships. I warmly invite you to participate in the community of the association and would be happy to meet you."

Prof. Dr. Heimo Losbichler
Chairman International Association of Controllers
Chairman International Group of Controlling, IGC
University of Applied Sciences Upper Austria, School of Management, Steyr Campus,
Accounting, Controlling and Financial Management
Prof. Dr. Dr. h.c. Jürgen Weber, Chairman of the Board of Trustees, ICV, Director of the IMC, WHU – Otto Beisheim School of Management, ICV member since 2007

“Membership in the Controller Association means a lot more than being part of a community: it demonstrates and creates opportunities for turning a controller career into a corporate career.”
Information, events and international community:

All-in-one package for controllers

The association’s work revolves around the work groups. Around 60 regional or sector-related work groups meet regularly several times a year and serve as a communication forum for our members. In another 16 expert groups, leading practitioners, consultants and academics develop new, practically focused controlling solutions for current issues. The dream factory under the aegis of Prof. Ronald Gleich and Prof. Heimo Losbichler leads the way, focusing on the challenges of the future and developing the “dream cars” of controlling.

With a circulation of more than 10,000 copies, the bi-monthly “Controller Magazine” is the most widely spread magazine about controlling. The magazine subscription is included in the membership fee.

In our work groups at regional, sector or specialist level, we develop sound expertise and ensure that it shared among our members. The “ICV Controller Statements” and new “ICV publication series” provide reliable guidelines for controller work. White papers keep abreast of current discussion on the latest developments. ICV is represented in the Internet with a wide-ranging portfolio.

At www.controlling-wiki.com a comprehensive and continuously growing online reference work has developed with currently around 700 professional contributions, which serve both as a guideline and blueprint for targeted implementation. A professional committee regularly reviews entries and awards a seal of approval. The free newsletter “Controlling eNews” provides a regular source of information.

The annual Controller Congress in Munich organised by the ICV is the largest – now bilingual German-English – controlling congress in Central Europe. Its attendance list reads like the who’s who of the international controlling community. For more than 40 years the ICV has presented topics on the pulse of the time. So it is little wonder that the congress enjoys an unrivalled reputation as the platform for all the hot topics in the controlling world. Newcomers and old hands mingle and exchange views, either in the coffee breaks between lectures and workshops or relaxing in the evening between jazz music and the culinary buffet. Aside from sound professional insights, the Controller Congress offers participants the chance to build their own personal networks.

The work groups also regularly invite members to regional and controlling conferences with specific specialist or sector focuses.

Credit where credit is due: once a year at the Controller Congress the ICV awards its “ICV Controlling Excellence Award” worth € 3,000 for an exemplary controlling solution as well as a Controlling Newcomer Award at the CIB Controlling Innovation in Berlin.

Dorothee Deyhle, board member, CA Akademie AG, ICV member since 2015

“Thanks to ICV alumni, for many years now we have been able to offer our CA members an attractive community in which they can exchange ideas at international level and actively participate in work groups on controlling developments.”
Expert work groups – “Building Solutions”

The formation of expert work groups has been a strategic focus of the ICV now for some years and, in time, has become a flagship of our controlling expertise. Teams of leading practitioners, consultants and academics combine the latest research findings with practical experience. Their aim is to develop new, practical controlling solutions for current challenges, which are made available to our members in the form of the ICV publication series. We consciously distinguish between short-lived management methods and genuine challenges in real life situations. One of many examples is the first feasible bridge between contribution accounting and IFRS reporting by segment that was co-developed by controllers, accountants, professors and consultants. There are currently sixteen expert groups.

ICV publication series

Previously published editions:
- Working Capital Management (English edition)
- Auf dem Weg zum Controlling 4.0
- Controlling & Qualität
- Exzellenz im Reporting Design
- Green Controlling
- Kommunikationscontrolling
- Moderne Wertorientierung
- Working Capital Management

Only in German:
- Accounting and Controlling
- BI/Big Data und Controlling
- Compliance Management and Controlling
- Controlling & Future of Work
- Controlling and Quality
- Controlling and Risk Management
- Digital Transformation
- Green Controlling for Responsible Business
- Investment Controlling
- Innovation Management
- Communication Controlling
- Project Controlling
- Start-up Controlling
- Transfer Pricing Management - Controlling / Taxes Interface
- Valuation
- Working Capital Management

Dr. Walter Schmidt,
ICV member since 1993, executive advisor of the ICV Board

“In controlling, managers and controllers each need to see the other’s viewpoint. ICV expert groups devise practical solutions, offer interesting assignments and an independent forum that helps shape controlling trends. Coordinating this forum is a pleasure, education and honour for me.”
Dream factory – ICV „Think-tank“

ICV’s dream factory is dedicated to consistently monitoring the controlling environment and identifying key trends.

In line with its remit, the dream factory develops ICV “dream cars”, thus contributing significantly to ICV’s reputation as a leading light in the financial and controller community. Ideas and findings are translated into practical viable products in ICV expert or project groups. Dream factory members include eminent controlling figures in prestigious companies and academic circles.

Member benefits

- Insight into future-focused trends and developments in controlling
- Contact to controllers and CFOs in Europe
- Work group meetings as free practical further training
- Participation in shaping future-focused controlling concepts and tools

Internationalisation

Our strategy is aimed at establishing the ICV philosophy far beyond the bounds of the German-speaking world.

So far, the ICV is active in 16 countries. We offer the opportunity to exchange knowledge and ideas at conferences and in regional work groups – also at transnational level. In 2014 ICV’s English-language “International Work Group” was launched. Controllers from many countries cooperate in this group – not in theory, but in practice.

The ICV is increasingly translating its main publications for the controlling community outside the DACH region into English or in some cases, also into the respective country language.

In doing so, we support international groups with expansion and the development of local controlling competence. So “German controlling” is taught in non-German-speaking countries.

Dr. Herwig Friedag, ICV member since 1984

“Our motto ‘Come together, work together, learn together, develop together’ is being successfully implemented. Topics from selected companies are jointly addressed by work group members and company staff.”
Individual membership

Any individual person can acquire individual membership. Membership comes with entitlement to vote at the general meeting and access to our international controlling community: with comprehensive further training opportunities on current topics, know-how exchange at our events or via our print and online media and personal contact in the regional work groups. Many of our offers are greatly discounted or included in the membership fee.

Corporate membership

In addition to all services, ICV’s corporate membership offers companies further discounts at ICV events and free ICV surveys and new publications. A corporate membership can include up to four controllers from a company.

Depending on the number of their controllers, companies can take out several corporate memberships. An associated membership for large companies and groups offers further tailormade benefits and services.

What ICV offers

- Free "Controller Magazine" subscription
- Free download of the “ICV Statements” as PDF file
- Possibility of making new contacts at all corporate levels
- Discount on all ICV and ICV coop events
- Discount on print version of the ICV publication series
- Free download of the ICV publication series as PDF file
- Free active participation in work groups
- Advanced user rights and download options on the ICV website www.icv-controlling.com
- Current information via Controlling eNews in German and English
- Free download of surveys on various subjects
- Free download of the ICV dream factory’s future-focused “dream cars” in German and English

Additional offers for corporate members:

- Exclusive company logo presentation at ICV events (e.g. Controller Congress)
- Company presentation in the “Controller Magazine” and Controlling eNews

Member benefits

- Exchange of ideas with other controllers and managers at national and international level
- Insight into future-focused trends and developments in controlling
- Access to controller know-how at international level
- Work group meetings as free practical further training
- Participation in shaping future-focused controlling concepts and tools
- Access to current know-how in the ControllingWiki, controlling blog, ICV statements and publication series
- Enjoy the synergies generated by a national and international business controlling community
- Active shaping of your own long-term business career
- Perception of daily controlling work from all corporate perspectives
- Support of personal professional skills
- Springboard for your career

Additional benefits for corporate members:

- Discounts on ICV events for further persons
- Free ICV surveys and new publications

Matthias von Daacke, BLANCO GmbH + Co. KG, ICV corporate membership, ICV Vice Chairman of the Board

“The combination of a future-focused approach to the role of the controller, an international focus and opportunities of continuous further training via events, publications and work groups make ICV corporate membership such a valuable asset.”
Controlling is teamwork

“Setting and pursuing goals constitutes the essence of the leadership remit held by managers. Controlling is thus the task of every manager. Controllers do not do the controlling, but support managers in setting goals, planning and steering within the management process. The idea that they have nothing to do with controlling and that it is a task to be delegated to controllers is still firmly fixed in the minds of many managers, even now more than 40 years after the founding of the CA controller akademie.

Good controlling means teamwork where the remits of managers and controllers overlap. If the manager runs the company, as partner to the management, it is the controller’s job to ensure business transparency and rationality in the management process. So controllers and managers alike benefit from ICV’s concerted controlling expertise.”

Dr. Dr. h.c. Albrecht Deyhle
We consider controlling to be a target-focused control process that can only develop its full potential when controllers and managers work together. Economic sustainability is our guiding principle.

The goal of controlling is therefore the company’s enduring value enhancement and not short-term profit maximisation. What counts is to strike the right balance between the development and preservation of success potential and ongoing profit-making. We take a holistic view of controlling. We don’t just see the costs, but first and foremost, the market as well. We believe that planning as a conscious approach to the future can enable companies to identify opportunities, create competitive edges and react flexibly to market changes. Action rather than a fashionable grouping of figures takes precedence here.

This attitude turns the controller into a ”positive troublemaker”, progressive thinker and, in this role, a partner to management. Controllers reveal development and improvement possibilities, adopt an independent attitude and assume co-responsibility for the company’s success. They are not satisfied with drawing up the figures, but focus to an equal degree on their deployment. Controllers see the people behind the figures. They act apolitically for they are committed to the good of the company and not to particular interests. Controllers are the business conscience of the company. They display strength of character and assume the role of “spoilt sport” in a positive manner.

Siegfried Gänßlen, ICV Board, former Chairman, Hansgrohe SE

“Controller tasks will shift, simple tasks will be automated or are already done in Shared Service Centers today. The increasing self-controlling of executives leads to an increased need for coordination. As a result, controllers will continue to be in demand as service providers.”
ICV and IGC

Given an ever more densely networked business world, the value of an internationally acknowledged professional profile with standard controlling tools cannot be overestimated – in particular from a corporate point of view. This is why the ICV is the founder member of the IGC, the International Group of Controlling, and also furnishes its chairman.

The IGC is a cooperation of international institutions active in the controlling field, with the aim of creating a jointly advocated interpretation of controlling in terms of professional profile, terminology and training. One key result of cooperation within the IGC up to the present is the Controller Guideline, which is also intended as a reference for ICV members.

Controller Guideline

As partners of management, controllers make a significant contribution to the sustainable success of the organisation.

Controllers ...

- shape and support the management process of defining goals, planning and management control so that every decision-maker can act in accordance with agreed objectives.

- ensure a conscious focus on the future and thus make it possible to take advantage of opportunities and manage risks.

- integrate an organisation’s goals and plans into a cohesive whole.

- develop and maintain all management control systems. They ensure data quality and provide pertinent information for decision-making.

- are an organisation’s business conscience and thus committed to the good of an organisation as a whole.

IGC Controller Guideline – International Group of Controlling
www.igc-controlling.org
Points of contact and organisation

The ICV is a registered, non-profit association subject to German law. Besides the annual general meeting, the association body consists of a board of seven members. A board of trustees advises the management on important matters.

Work group leaders head more than 70 work and expert groups, while delegates coordinate regional work groups. Important topic areas for the association such as PR work or events are managed by committees and their chairpersons. All ICV functions, with the exception of the head office, are exercised on an honorary basis.
Work groups

Sector work groups

Banks
Daniel Keller
ak-banken.de@icv-controlling.com

Healthcare for Switzerland
René Heule
ak-ghw.ch@icv-controlling.com

Healthcare for Austria
Mag. DDr. Dietmar Ranftler
KABEG-Management
ak-ghw.at@icv-controlling.com

Energy + Water Supply
Ulrich Dorprigter
ak-ewu.de@icv-controlling.com

Expert work groups

Accounting and Controlling
Andreas Krimpmann
Krimpmann MBA - CPA
icv@krimpmann.com

BI / Big Data and Controlling
Prof. Dr. Andreas Seufert
Hochschule Ludwigshafen am Rhein
andreas.seufert@i-bi.de

Compliance Management and Controlling
Gunnar Helms
gunnar.helms@ra-helms.de

Controlling and Quality
Frank Ahrlich
frank.ahrlich@konsequent-sein.de

Controlling and Risk Management
Tobias Flath
tobias.flath@de.pwc.com

Controlling & Future of Work
Dr. Rüdiger Eichin
fk-future-of-work@icv-controlling.com

Digital Transformation
Jurate Keblyte
fk-digital-transformation@icv-controlling.com

Green Controlling for Responsible Business
Dr. Alexander Stehle
alexander.stehle@eissmann.com

Innovation Management
Dr. Lars Grüner
fk-innovationssteuerung@icv-controlling.com

Communication Controlling
Dr. Reimer Stobbe
Münchener Rückversicherungs AG
rstobbe@munichre.com

Project Controlling
Klaus Schopka
fk-projektcontrolling.de@icv-controlling.com

Start-up Controlling
Dr. Jörg Engelbergs
joerg.engelbergs@zalando.de

The Digital CFO Agenda – Challenges and Solutions for Swiss Companies
Prof. Dr. Dirk Schäfer
dirk.schaefer@detecon.com

Transfer Pricing Management - Controlling / Taxes Interface
Jörg Hanken
joerg.hanken@de.pwc.com

Valuation
Stefanos Karagiannidis
stefanos.karagiannidis@wirtschaftstreuhand.de

Working Capital Management
Dr. Hendrik Vater
hendrik.vater@dhl.com

Delegate for Austria
Prof. Dr. Albert Mayr
Fachhochschule Steyr
albert.mayr@fh-steyr.at

Delegate for Switzerland
Markus Steiner
Alpiq AG
icv-schweiz@icv-controlling.com

Delegate for Poland
Dr. Tomasz M. Zielinski
icv-poland@icv-controlling.com

Delegate for South East Europe
Dragica Erčulj
CRMT d.o.o.
dragica.erculj@crmt.com

Delegate for expert groups
Christian Bramkamp
c.bramkamp@icv-controlling.com

Dream Factory
Prof. Dr. Heimo Losbichler
heimo.losbichler@icv-controlling.com

Siegfried Gänßlen
s.gaensslen@icv-controlling.com

Prof. Dr. Ronald Gleich
ronald.leich@ebs.edu

Public Relations / New Media
Hans-Peter Sander
EastWestCom
presse@icv-controlling.com

Web Editor
Brigitte Dienstl-Arnegger
web@icv-controlling.com

ControllingWiki
Editorial board
Guido Kleinhietpaß
wiki.redaktion@icv-controlling.com

Auditor
Eberhard Schwarz
SchwarzConsulting@web.de

Head Office
Münchner Str. 8
D-82237 Wörthsee
verein@icv-controlling.com
Work groups

Work groups in Germany

North I
Doris Mailänder
Treuenfels GmbH
doris.mailaender@treuenfels.com

North II
Stephan Jockel
stephan.jockel@t-online.de

North III
Joachim Jäger
Heinrich J. Kesseböhmer KG
j.jaeger@kesseboehmer.de

Mecklenburg Vorpommern
Holger Witthaus
holger.witthaus@manageminds.de

Berlin-Brandenburg
Bärbel Kuhn
icv-bbg.kuhn@web.de

Weser-Harz
Wolfgang Schneider
schneider.gifhorn@gmx.de

Saxony
Prof. Dr. Katja Glaser
Berufsakademie Sachsen
katja.glaser@ba-leipzig.de

Thuringia
Thomas Gross
icv@gross.or.at

West I – Rhein-Ruhr
Alexander Großhäuser
alexander.grosshaeuser@t-online.de

West II
Bodo Gerlach
bodo.gerlach@kreis-soest.de

West III – Rheinland
Martin Schulte
martin@schulte-warstein.de

Westfalen
Thomas Meyer
ak-westfalen@icv-controlling.com

Rhine-Main
Thorsten Balzer
Thorsten_Balzer@yahoo.de

Rhine-Neckar
Dr. Jörg Thiemenmann
joerg.thiemenmann@detect-value.com

Stuttgart
Dr. Olaf Leistert
olaf.leistert@uos.de

Heilbronn-Künzelsau
Fritz Häussermann
haeusermann.fr@gmail.com

Ulm
Theo Sörgger
SWU Stadtwerke Ulm /
Neu-Ulm GmbH
theo.soergger@swu.de

Franconia
Gabriele Heller
heller@heller-consulting.net

Upper Palatinate
Christian Kaiser
christian.kaiser@mittelbayerische.de

Southwest
Udo Kraus
Hansgrohe SE
udo.kraus@hansgrohe.com

South I
Prof. Dr. Uwe Seidel
uwe.seidel@oth-regensburg.de

Lake Constance / Allgäu
Prof. Dr. Sven Henning
sven.henning@hs-kempten.de

Southern Bavaria
Michael Freimut
michael.freimut@gmx.de

Work groups in Austria

Austria I / Vienna South
Walter Kurfürst
LKW-Walter
kurfuerst@lkw-walter.com

Austria II
Prof. Dr. Martin Tschandl
FH JOANNEUM
martin.tschandl@fh-joanneum.at

Austria III
Prof. Dr. Albert Mayr
Fachhochschule Steyr
albert.mayr@fh-steyr.at

Vorarlberg
Prof. (FH) Dr. Markus Ilg
Fachhochschule Vorarlberg
markus.ilg@fhv.at

Vienna-West
Günther Pichler
apc.consulting GmbH
advanced profit control
pichler@greko.at

Euroregion of Tyrol / South Tyrol
Prof. Dr. Sven Henning
sven.henning@hs-kempten.de

Southern Bavaria
Michael Freimut
michael.freimut@gmx.de

Work groups in Switzerland

Northwest Switzerland / Regio Christian Baumgartner
Arcondis AG
ak-nordwestschweiz-regio@icv-controlling.com

Zurich / East Switzerland
Prof. Dr. Wilfried Lux
ak-zuerich-ostschweiz@icv-controlling.com

Bern
Kaya Yumusaklar
ak-bern@icv-controlling.com
Work group in
Bosnia and Herzegovina
Slavko Simić
bono@blic.net

Work group in Bulgaria
Denko Yamboliev
denko@excite.com

Work group China East
Francesco Ingarsia
ingars@schaeffler.com

Work group in Estonia
Prof. Toomas Haldma
toomas.haldma@ut.ee

Work group international
Romina Oreskovic Cvetanovic
romina.oreskovic@orbico.com

Work groups in Croatia
Croatia I
Jasmina Očko
jasmina.ocko@kognosko.hr

Croatian Adriatic Region
Dr. Mladen Meter
mladen.meter@businesseffectiveness.eu

Work groups in Poland
Gdańsk
Robert Panufnik
r.panufnik@gmail.com

Katowice/Kraków
Elżbieta Gąsiorek
elzbietagasior@kognosko.hr

Lublin
Katarzyna Żuławska
kasia.zulawska@gmail.com

Pomorze
Bartłomiej Szymaniak
icvpomorze@gmail.com

Toruń
Andrzej Derkowski
andrzej.derkowski@gmail.com

Warszawa
Karol Sikora
karol.sikora@icv.pl

Work group in Romania
Dragica Erčulj
dragica.erculj@crmt.com

Work groups in Russia
Kaliningrad
Valentin Usenkov
valentin@usenkov.pro

Moscow
Dr. Georg Schneider
georg.schneider@swilar.de

Work group in Serbia
Novi Sad
Prof. Dr. Veselin Perović
icvwgnovisad@gmail.com

Work group in Slovenia
Dragica Erčulj
dragica.erculj@crmt.com

Work group in Spain
Axel Ehberger
axel.e@elexa-controlling.com

Work group in Hungary
Budapest
István Radó
istvan.rado@ifua.hu

For further information please visit our website: